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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method for image
compression in which currently developed vision technologies are incorporated with traditional transform-based coding methods. Based on newly developed
vision technologies, we present two coding-oriented inpainting methods: structure-aware inpainting and object-based inpainting. Examples show the effectiveness
of these inpainting methods on information recovery
employing certain kinds of assistant information. Moreover, a primary image compression system has been built
to test the proposed compression approach in which
some regions are intentionally removed at the encoder
only to be restored naturally at the decoder. Up to a 50%
bit savings can be achieved at similar visual quality levels when compared with JPEG.
Index Terms—Image compression, image coding,
image inpainting, visual quality, perceptual quality

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, attempts have been
made to develop compression techniques by identifying and utilizing features within images to achieve
high coding efficiency [1]. Moreover, the human visual system (HVS) [2][3] is incorporated into coding
methods, trying to remove some of visual redundancy
inherent in images and better the visual quality of
resulting images. Nevertheless, the development of
such coding schemes is greatly influenced by the
availability as well as effectiveness of some algorithms, such as edge detection and segmentation tools.
Meanwhile, great improvements have been made
in traditional signal-processing-based compression
methods. Such mainstream coding schemes manage to
make use of the statistical redundancy among pixels in
pursuit of high coding efficiency. State-of-the-art
JPEG2000 and MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 are two such
examples that greatly outperform previous generations
in coding efficiency. However, perceptual quality is
almost neglected during algorithm design. In addition,
current development of such schemes shows that even
small improvements are commonly accomplished at
the pain of multiplying encoding complexity.
Recently, vision-related technologies have shown
remarkable progress in hallucinating pictures with
good perceptual quality. Essentially, image compression schemes and vision systems face a similar problem, that is, how to represent visual objects in efficient and effective ways. Is it possible to apply certain

vision technologies in compression systems aiming
toward perceptual quality rather than pixel-wise fidelity?
In fact, attractive results have been achieved by
newly presented vision technologies, such as object
segmentation, feature extraction, image completion
and texture synthesis [4]~[6]. It is promising to significantly further reduce visual redundancy on the
basis of current transform-based coding schemes,
which has been exemplified by the success of applying image inpainting technologies in error concealment [7][8]. However, compression systems would
greatly benefit if vision methods are introduced with
regard to compression. In other words, as the complete source images are available in compression systems, new vision technologies could be proposed for
all available source signals to be fully exploited.
In this paper, a pilot study on compression using
vision technologies is presented. First, we introduce
several vision algorithms that could prove beneficial
to efficient image compression. Second, the image
compression system brings new challenges as well as
opportunities for developing new computer vision
approaches since the coding system provides different
requirements and conditions. Indeed, two compression-oriented vision methods - structure-aware inpainting and object-based completion - are presented
to make use of all available source information. Then,
we outline the image compression system based on
presented vision approaches. We provide a testing
system and experimental results to show the effectiveness of the vision-assisted compression scheme.
Compared with JPEG, our proposed image compression scheme has the potential of up to a 50%
bit-saving capability at similar visual quality levels.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Several related computer vision technologies and our
proposed compression-oriented inpainting approaches
are described in Section II. Then, Section III presents
the image compression system based on the proposed
vision technologies. Section VI concludes the paper
and discusses proposed coding system issues.

2. ASSISTED VISION TECHNOLOGIES
Recently, state-of-the-art vision-related technologies
have shown remarkable progress in hallucinating pictures that have adequate perceptual quality. Some of
these vision technologies can be readily employed by

image compression systems to improve coding performance in terms of perceptual quality.

2.1 Available vision technologies
With the rapid development in computer vision
and multimedia applications, there are many advanced
vision approaches that would clearly bring profit to
image and video compression. Examples include object segmentation, image completion, edge detection,
and so on.
2.1.1 Object-based Approaches
Object-based schemes have been widely exploited in image and video coding. Improvement on
the segmentation quality would clearly accelerate the
development of the object-based schemes. In the past
several years, a lot of semi-automatic methods [9][10]
have been proposed to decipher objects by user defined features, contours or regions. Fully automatic
methods [11] based on specific characteristics have
also been presented. Results are quite encouraging for
object-based coding approaches, as shown in the literature [12][13].
2.1.2 Region-growing Methods
It is accepted that redundancy inside the image
can be removed by intra block prediction in current
image coding schemes. Such approaches are efficient
for flat area coding. However, for textural regions,
such as lawns, brick walls, wallpaper, and so on, it is
hard for intra-prediction methods to achieve coding
efficiency or visual quality.
While pixel-wise fidelity is not vital, perceptual
redundancy as well as the statistical redundancy is
desirable for extraction in image compression. Texture synthesis, which can generate a newer form of
output from the presence of texture, is a good candidate for image compression to deal with such textural
regions. There are many examples showing that, when
presented with a specified small textual sample image,
texture synthesis is able to produce a large image with
perceptually similar texture [14][15].
Moreover, image inpainting (also known as image completion) is a process of restoring missing data
in a designated region of an image in a visually plausible way. Current results of image inpainting illustrate that it can naturally recover homogenous regions
as well as certain kind of structural regions [6][16].
Therefore, image inpainting, as well as texture
synthesis, can be incorporated into current image coding systems to eliminate perceptual redundancy. In
such system, only image portions or samples must be
encoded and transmitted. At the decoder side, the
whole image can be restored through image inpainting
or texture synthesis. The method is promising in

achieving high compression ratio at similar visual
levels.
2.1.3 Structure-related Techniques
In image processing, structural information, especially edge, has a perceptual significance that is
greater than the numerical value of the energy contribution to the entire image. Coding efficiency, as well
as video quality, of image coding approaches can be
improved based on desired structural information.
Traditional edge detectors are based on local
properties of image variation. Today, gradient based
edge detection is the one most frequently used [17].
Recently, proposed generation [18] has integrated
image segmentation into edge detection, making a
good trade-off between the sensitivity of homogenous
region delineation and the over segmentation of the
image.
Additionally, sketch is another efficient descriptor of an image [19]. It refers not only to the geometry
of the edges but also to the relevant gray-level information across them. This makes sketch a rich representation of an image. Examples reported currently
show that encouraging results can be achieved for a
large number of generic images [20][21]. Thus, such
sketch modeling algorithms would directly lead to
image coding schemes.
There are many other vision techniques that can
be employed in coding schemes to provide better
coding performances. Examples include, but are not
limited to, algorithms for image hallucinating [22],
shape matching [23], analogy [24], epitome [25] and
textons [26].

2.2 Compression-oriented Methods
On the one hand, we can straightforwardly use
existing vision technologies in compression; on the
other, it should be noticed that new task-driven vision
technologies could be developed for the sake of compression. So far, we have done some research on
compression-oriented image inpainting method.
There is a common assumption in image inpainting that structure and texture information in unknown
regions can be directly or indirectly derived from surrounding known regions. But for more general cases,
unknown regions may contain structure information
that is hardly inferred even by human intelligence. In
typical inpainting applications (e.g. deterioration and
element recovery), no existing approaches can tackle
this problem because of the lack of relevant information.
The significant difference in the compression
scenario is that the whole image is available. Hence,
many kind of assistant information can be extracted
from the source image to help allow the inpainting.
Here, two approaches - structure-aware inpainting and

object-based image inpainting - have been proposed,
utilizing different kinds of assistant information.
2.2.1 Structure-aware Inpainting
We propose a structure aware inpainting (SAI)
technique in [27], where two main problems are addressed.
The first is: What should be extracted as the
structure information from the image? From image
representation in computer vision, we derive that the
structure information can be described by
one-pixel-width binary curves. It can be efficiently
compressed with arithmetic coding.
The second is: How do we complete the unknown regions with available binary structure information? It is not a simple problem because structure
information may be complex. A distance-based inpainting algorithm is proposed to propagate the structure. Then, the rest part of unknown region is restored
by texture synthesis.
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techniques. In such cases, missing regions may contain complex structures as well as parts of objects or
entire objects. This makes it difficult to propagate
missing regions from neighboring regions.
When the target and the source objects are specified, with the objects selected either manually or
automatically, we perform an object inpainting algorithm in three steps. First, we roughly match source
object and target object based on some key features by
two-dimensional (2D) geometrical operations, such as
translation, rotation, and scaling. Then, the structure
of the object is warped from source to target by
pixel-level deformation. A patch-based texture synthesis method is used to restore the holes between the
attached texture and structure. Moreover, an automatic
merging method is presented to naturally integrate the
rendered object into the target image.
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Fig. 1: Image inpainting with complex structure. (a)
Original image; (b) Unknown region (denoted by black
blocks); (c) Extracted structure (denoted by white lines);
(d) Completed image

According to structure-related properties, including colors of the area delimited by the structure,
distances of pixels with respect to the structure, and
variance of the conjoint structures, pair matching integrated with pixel interpolation is proposed for structure propagation.
Fig. 1 is an example of our proposed structure
propagation scheme. Most portions of the words are
removed from the original image, while the proposed
scheme can still naturally reconstruct them.
2.2.2 Object-based Inpainting
We also propose an object-based approach to address inpainting problems in much complicated scenarios, a continuing challenge in even state-of-the-art
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Fig. 2: Results of object-based image inpainting. (a) Original image with unknown region (magenta); (b) recovered
image by object-based inpainting.

Examples, as shown in Fig. 2, demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method in object completion. It is
able to recover a species of complex objects in a visually pleasant manner.

3. PROPOSED COMPRESSION SYSTEM
Realizing the capabilities of vision technologies
in compression, we propose an image coding approach by taking advantage of compression-oriented
vision tools. A prime system is built based on our
proposed inpainting methods.

3.1 Framework of the Coding System
The framework of our proposed image compression system is depicted as in Fig. 3.

(a) Encoder diagram
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(b) Decoder diagram

Fig. 3: Block diagram of proposed compression system.

At the encoder side, the image analyzer, together
with the assistant information generator, separates the
source image into key components and droppable regions. Meanwhile, the assistant info generator extracts
the image edges as the structure info in the droppable
regions. In the following inpainting and coding processes, key components are considered as known regions while droppable regions are regarded as unknown regions.
Given the key components and the assistant edge
information, key components are coded as a common
image by the traditional transform-based image coding method, such as JPEG; the assistant edge information is organized as binary structure curve and coded
by binary arithmetic coding.
As shown in Fig. 3 (b), the key components as
well as the assistant edge information are first decoded. Then, using our proposed inpainting method,
regions skipped at the encoder will be restored. Finally,
recovered regions are integrated with the key components to generate the entire image by the region
blender.

3.2 Experimental Results
Experimental results show the potential of our
proposed vision-based approach in image compression. The edge detection method in [18] is used in our
current system to extract the structure information.
Fig. 4 shows some results generated by our system. In this figure, the first column indicates the decoded image coded by JPEG. The second column
shows the resulting image generated by our proposed
coding system.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the visual quality of the
decoded image generated by our scheme is quite
similar to that of a JPEG coded image, and has a significant bits savings. Up to 55% savings is achieved.

Fig. 4 Visual quality evaluation on the reconstruction
images of our proposed compression scheme in compared with JPEG.

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a vision-based approach for image
compression is proposed by integrating the
state-of-the-art vision technologies into current coding
methods. Several vision algorithms are enumerated as
promising candidates. Moreover, we present two coding-oriented inpainting methods. Examples prove the
effectiveness of the schemes in information recovery
using certain kinds of assistant information.
Additionally, a prime image compression system
we built tests the proposed method. In this system,
some regions are intentionally removed at the encoder
and can be naturally restored at the decoder. The potential of the proposed coding approach has been
evaluated in reference to JPEG coding scheme. Significant bit-savings - up to 50% - can be achieved at
similar visual quality levels when compared with
JPEG.
The proposed method is far from mature, however. There are many aspects that need to be investigated at greater depth and improved.
First, how to classify the regions is still a challenge in the proposed compression scheme. A
semi-automatic segmentation method is used in our
current system, although it is not suitable for compression. Second, the proposed inpainting method is
based on some key features that may be hard to effectively extract in the case of complex images. Moreover, the robustness of the proposed scheme should be
improved. We would like address these questions in
the future.
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